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It is shown that a 2-arc-transitive graph must be the incidence graph of a 
(known) symmetric design if (i) the stabilizer of some vertex acts faithfully on the 
set of neighbours of that vertex as a known doubly transitive group with no abelian 
normal subgroup and (ii) some pair of vertices at distance 2 is joined by more than 
six paths of length 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r be a simple connected regular undirected graph of valency ZI > 3 
with automorphism group G transitive on vertices. Then G is 2-arc transitive 
(that is, transitive on the set of directed paths of lengths 2 in r) if and only if 
the stabiliser of some vertex x is doubly transitive on the set of vertices 
adjacent to x. We suppose from now on that these conditions hold. We also 
suppose that r is not a complete graph. It follows easily that r has girth of 
at least 4, and that any two vertices at distance 2 in r have a constant 
number k of paths of length 2 between them (see [I]). Note that r has girth 
of at least 5 if and only if k = 1. 
A bipartite graph with these properties can be constructed whenever there 
is a self-dual symmetric design CB such that the automorphism group of ~9 is 
transitive on the points of 99 and the stabiliser of a block is doubly transitive 
on the set of points incident with that block. Take the vertex set of r to be 
the disjoint union of the sets of points and blocks of 69, and join a point and 
a block in r whenever they are incident in ~3. (We call r the incidence graph 
of 69.) Many of the known examples arise in this way, and a graph satisfying 
our hypotheses with k > $V is necessarily the incidence graph of a design [ 1, 
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Theorems 4.1 and 4.21). Note that the incidence graph of 99 has girth 6 if Q 
is a projective plane, and 4 otherwise. 
It is a nontrivial consequence of the recent classification of finite simple 
groups that all finite doubly transitive groups are known. (See [2, Theorem 
5.3(S) and the references given therein].) So we shall suppose that the 
stabiliser G, of x induces on the set T(x) of neighbours of x a known doubly 
transitive group X. We make the further assumption that X contains no 
abelian normal subgroup. (All such groups X are listed in Table I.) With 
these assumptions we showed in [3] that, if G, is represented unfaithfully on 
T(x), then either k = 1 or r is a complete bipartite graph, the incidence graph 
of a projective space, or a certain graph arising from an orthogonal 
geometry. Here we deal with the case of faithful representation of G, on 
r(x)* 
THEOREM. Let r be a graph with vertex-transitive automorphism group 
G. Suppose that, for some vertex x, G, acts faitfully on T(x) as a known 2- 
transitive group with no abelian normal subgroup (i.e., as one of the groups 
in Table I), and that same pair of vertices at distance 2 is joined by more 
than six paths of length 2. Then T is the incidence graph of a symmetric 
design. 
Remarks. (1) The graphs r, defined in [ 11, where H is a Hadamard 
matrix of Sylvester type, admit 2-arc transitive groups G in which G, acts 
faithfully on the set of neighbours of x and has elementary abelian regular 
normal subgroup. We have not been able to obtain a classification without 
the assumption “no abelian normal subgroup in G,.” 
(2) The number 6 in the theorem is best possible, as is shown by the 
Higman-Sims graph [5] and the graph r, where H is the Hadamard matrix 
of order 12. However, in many cases we obtain characterisations of 
interesting graph with k < 6, including these two and the graph obtained 
from the Higman-Sims graph by deleting the edges of two vertex-disjoint 
Hoffman-Singleton subgraphs. 
(3) By way of contrast we observe that, given any doubly transitive 
permutation group X of degree v, there are graphs r admitting 2-arc tran- 
sitive groups G, in which G, acts faithfully on T(x) and induces X there, with 
k = 1 or 2 (both possibilities occurring). For k = 2, we can take the v-cube 
Q, ; for k = 1, there is a double cover of Q, with this property, and many 
other examples as well. 
(4) The known designs @ whose incidence graphs r are 2-arc tran- 
sitive are: 
(i) degenerate designs with v points and v blocks, all pairs incident 
(so r is complete bipartite); 
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(ii), designs with u + 1 points and blocks of size u (so r is 
K v+l,u+l with a matching deleted); 
(iii) point-hyperplane designs in finite projective spaces, and their 
complements; 
(iv) symplectic designs 9 * (2m), m > 2 (Kantor [ 71); 
(v) the Paley design on 11 points, and its complement; 
(vi) the complement of the Higman design on 176 points (Higman 
Fell. 
Assuming the classification of finite simple groups, this list is complete [2]. 
Our assumptions imply that not all of these actually occur in the conclusion 
of the theorem. If r is K,,, or the incidence graph of PG(n, q), then the 
stabiliser of a vertex x in its full automorphism group does not act faitfully 
on T(x). Only for a few subgroups G of Aut(T) does G, act faitfully on T(x): 
the known examples are, for K, u, G z Aut(A,) (or a subgroup of index 2), 
Aut(AGL(3, 2)), or Aut(M,,), with v = 6, 8, or 12, and G, E PGL(2, 5) (or 
PsL(2,5)), PSL(2, 7), or Mll, and, for the incidence graph of PG(n, q), 
G z S,, with n = 3, q = 2, and G, E PSL(3, 2). Moreover, for the incidence 
graphs of PG(2, 2), PG(2,3), and the complement of PG(n, q), the stabiliser 
of a vertex in the full automorphism group has an abelian normal subgroup. 
The only subgroup satisfying our hypotheses is G z S, on the incidence 
graph of the complement of PG(3, 2), with G, E PSL(2, 7). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The list of known 2-transitive groups X of degree u without abelian 
normal subgroups is given in Table I, after Kantor [8]. As stated earlier, this 
list is complete, assuming the classification of finite simple groups. We work 
through the cases in turn. In many cases we obtain results stronger than that 
of the theorem. 
TABLE I 
(I) XzSS,,orA,,,u>5 
(II) XZ M,. (Mathieu group), u = 11. 12, 22, 24, or X = Aut(MJ, u = 22 
(III) Xgkf,,, v= 12 
(IV) PSL(?z, q) 4 X, n > 2, v = (qn ~ l)/(q - 1) (not(n, q) = (2,2) or (2, 3)) 
(V) Wq), R(q), or u,(q) 4 X. n = q’ + 1, q3 + 1, q3 + 1 (not Sz(2) or U,(2)) 
(VI) X~:Sp(2m,2),v=2m-‘(2m-8),&=11,m~3 
(VII) xz PSL(2, 11): u = 11 
(VIII) XzA,, u= 15 
(IX) X z KS, u = 176 
(X) xzco,, v=216 
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For the remainder of the paper, l- is a finite incomplete graph of valency 
V; G is a vertex-transitive group of automorphisms of r in which, for some 
(and hence any) vertex a, G, acts faithfully as a group X from Table I; and 
the number of paths of length 2 between some (and hence any) pair of 
vertices at distance 2 is k. We assume that k < z, - 1; for if k = U, then r is 
K U,U, while if k = v - 1, then r is K,, i, “+ i with a matching deleted, Let 
r,(o) denote the set of vertices at distance i from a. 
(I) XzSs, or A,. This case is dealt with in [ 11. There are no 
possibilities with k > 2. If k = 2 then r is a cube, a half-cube, or the 
incidence graph of the Paley design on 11 points. 
(II) X z M, or Aut(M,). Again see [ 11. There are no possibilities 
with k > 2 if X is 4transitive, i.e., if X = M,, , M,, , M,, , or M,,. If X = M,, 
or Aut(M,,) and k > 2, than k = 6 and r is the Higman-Sims graph or is 
obtained from it by “doubling.” 
(In the cases v = 22, 23, 24, further graphs exist with k = 2, obtained as 
quotients of the v-cube by subspaces related to the binary Golay code.) 
(III) XrM,,, v = 12. Again, [l] is applicable, since X is 3transitive; 
if k > 2, then k = 6 and r = r,, where H is the Paley Hadamard matrix of 
order 12. 
(IV) PSL(n, 4) 4 X. For n > 3 we have the situation studied in [ 111. 
It was assumed there that G is primitive; however, this assumption is not 
necessary, provided that we allow the incidence graph of PG(n, q) as an 
additional possibility, corresponding to the case where dim(Z) = n - 2 in 
[ 11, Lemma 21 (See also 131). The conclusion is that either k = 1, 2, 3,4, or 
6, or r is the incidence graph of PG(n, q). (More precisely, if k > 2 and r is 
not the incidence graph of PG(n, q), then either k = q = 3 or 4, or k = q + 
1 = 3,4, or 6. However, we have no examples for these cases.) For n = 2 
then, by [ 121, either k < 2, or one of the following occurs: 
(i) k=3, v = q + 1 = 6? r is the incidence graph of the 
complement of the Paley design on 11 points; 
(ii) k=4, v = q + 1 = 8, r is the incidence graph of the 
complement of the point-hyperplane design in PG(3, 2); 
(iii) k = 6, v = q + 1 = 10, r is the incidence graph of the 
symplectic design Y+ (4). (Note that PSL(2, 9) u Sp(4, 2).) 
(Note that, in the main theorem of [ 121, type (i) above should be added to 
the list, while the double cover of (ii) should be deleted since it is not con- 
nected.) 
(V) N 4 X with N E Sz(q), PSU(3, q), or R(q). In this case, for 
,BE T(o), the permutation representations of X, on r(a) - {p} and 
r(J) - {a) are equivalent. (For the stabilisers of points in these two orbits 
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contain and normalise Hall p’-subgroups of the soluble group X,, where p is 
the characteristic; but the Hall subgroups fix unique points of the respective 
orbits, and are conjugate.) So N, is transitive on r@) - {a), whence N is 
transitive on r,(a). We may thus assume that X= N in what follows, 
provided that we drop the assumption that X = G, for some vertex-transitive 
group G of automorphisms of lY For y E r,(a), put (y) = T(a) r‘l T(y); and 
set 0 = Z(a). 
Case Xr Sz(q). We show that k < 2. Take p E T(a), y E r@) - {a) (so 
that /I E (y)). Then XbY is cyclic of order q - 1, and it fixes a further point 
/3’ E 0 and has q + 1 orbits of length q - 1 in fin. Since (y) is a union of 
some of these orbits, we have k = 1 + l(q - 1) if p’ & (y), and k = 2 + 
I(q - 1) if /3’ E (y), where I < q + 1. We may suppose I> 0. 
Moreover, Xiy’ is a transitive group of degree k on which the stabiliser of 
a point is cyclic of order q - 1. The subgroups of Sz(q) are known (see 
[ 15]), and the only maximal subgroups containing a (q - I)-cycle are its 
normaliser (dihedral of order 2(q - 1)) and the Sylow 2-normaliser (the 
stabiliser of a point). Both are impossible for X,; and the only proper 
subgroup of a Sylow 2subgroup which is normalised by Z,-, is its centre, 
of order q. So we must have k = q, /I’ & (y). Then (y) U {p’) is a circle of the 
inversive plane on r(a) associated with Sz(q) (see [9]). 
Now G,, fixes a point p’ E r(a) - T(y), and so fixes a point 
6 E T(y) - Z(a). It fixes a unique point in T,(a), namely, y; so 6 E T,(a). Let 
Y be the incidence structure with point set T(a) f7T2(6), block set 
Z(8) n r,(a), and incidence defined by adjacency in I-. Then Z’ has q points 
in a block, and q blocks through a point; any two blocks have at most two 
common points (since they are contained in distinct circles of the inversive 
plane); and the point set is a union of G,,orbits in Q (since G,,< Gas), 
these orbits having lengths 1, q, q(q - 1). Thus IT(a) n r,(s)] = q2 or q2 + 1. 
Now 1dGmI==q(q2+ l)b/c, where c=iT(6)nT2(a)/=q2 or q*+ 1, 
b = 16’* nT(y)l = 1 or q2 -q + 1, and /6’,] divides 1 yG”] = q(q* t I); so we 
must have c = q2 + 1, b = 1. But Sz(q) has no transitive permutation 
representation of degree q. So this case cannot occur. Thus, if Sz(q) 9 X, 
then k < 2. 
Case Xz R(q) or U,(q). Here, we show that k < 6, unless q = 3, in 
which case we can have v = 28, k = 12, and r the incidence graph of 
Y- (6), or else q = 5, X = P Z lJ(3,5), u = 126, k = 90, and r the incidence 
graph of the complement of the Higman design. 
Suppose first that X = R(q), q > 3. Then, for y E r2(a), p E (y), we have 
XY~=xp4’=z4-lr having a subgroup W of order 2 with q + 1 fixed points. 
Again X, contains X, as a subgroup of index k. We show that, if k > 2, then 
X, < X,, . Let Q be a Sylow 3-subgroup of X,, , so that X,, = N(Q) = QXoo , . 
Let H be any subgroup of X satisfying X,, , = H, . 
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Suppose first that H < X,, , so that H = PX,,, , where P is an X,,,- 
invariant subgroup of Q. From [ 171 we quote the following facts: IQ] = q3, 
I Q(Q)1 = q*, lZ(Q)I = q = lC,(W)l, Z(Q) C,(W) = Q(Q), and W inverts 
Z(Q). Since Xoo8 acts irreducibly on Q/@(Q), and @(Q) has no proper 
supplement in Q, we have P = Q or P < Q(Q). An easy calculation shows 
that Z(Q) and C,(W) are the only proper W-invariant subgroups of Q(Q). 
So H=Xo,, @(Q)X,,,, Z(Q) X,, j 3 C,(W)X,,, or X,,,. 
In the general case, the argument shows that Hb, is one of the groups 
listed in the last sentence. 
(i) If HB,=XDr thenXB,<H<X, so H=Xn,. 
(ii) IfHo(=@(Q)X04, then IHDr1=q21H,l, soplies in an H-orbit 
q2 times as large as the orbit containing ,8’. But the H,,-orbits have size 1, 
q*, q2(q - l), so this is only possible if H = H,, = @(Q)X,,(. 
(iii) If H,,,=Z(Q)X,,, or C,(w>X,,, then I/3”] =q (/31H(. The 
Hb,-orbits have sizes 1, q, fq(q - 1) (twice), q(q - 1) (q times), or 
else 1, q, q(q - 1) (q + 1 times). So ]/?‘H] = 1 + ;tq(q - 1) for some t. 
We have ]/?“U/?‘H]=(q+1)(1+~tq(q-1))~q3+1, so t<2. But 
1 $ jq(q - l),./]X], while it is easily checked that X has no subgroup of order 
(4*-q+ l)q(q- 1). So t=O and H=Hb,. 
(iv) Suppose finally that H,, =X,,, = H,. One possibility is 
H =X,,,,,,. Suppose this does not hold. Considering subgroups of 
N,( wpw) z PSL(2, q), we see that ,8” n tix(W) G {/3,/P}. Thus H acts on 
pH as either a Frobenius group or a (0,2) group with point stabiliser of even 
order and abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. In the latter case, Lemma 2.6 of [ 141 
shows that H has a Frobenius subgroup of index 2. So assume that H is a 
Frobenius group. 
If 3 / k, then the Sylow 3-subgroup K, of the Frobenius kernel K is 
nontrivial and normalised by X,,,. Thus its unique fixed point is /3’, and 
H<XD,, contrary to assumption. Otherwise, k divides q3 + 1 = 
(q t l)(q + 1 t 3”)(q t 1 - 3”), (where q = 32m+1), and the three factors 
are relatively prime. Let r be a prime divisor of k, and K, a Sylow r- 
subgroup of K. Since Xoo, acts fixed-point-freely on K,, we have that q - 1 
divides /K, I - 1, a contradiction. 
We conclude that, if k > 2, then X, fixes ,8’ E r(a) -T(y), whence it also 
fixes a point 6 E T(y) -T(a). S’ mce y is the only fixed point of X, in r,(a), 
we have 6 E T,(a). Set A = CF. Since X8 > X,, we have X, = RX,,,, , where 
R = C,W% Z(Q), Q(Q) or Q. Thus ]r2(a)] = qs(q3 + 1) and I A / = 
qf(q3 + l), where t < s < 2 and s > 0. 
Define b=jT(y)nA( and c = [r(s) nr,(cr)]. Then we have (T,(cr)] b = 
IA/ c, so c/b =qs-‘. Also, each of b and c is a union or orbit lengths of 
Z(Q>X,, or C&QXw and c includes the orbit length q while b does not; 
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so c z q or q + 1 (mod fq(q - l)), b z 0 or 1 (mod iq(q - 1)). Since q > 3, 
we see that c f b; so c = qb or q*b, and X, contains Q(Q) X,,. Now c = q3 
or q3 + 1 (considering orbits of Q(Q) XbJ, whence c = q3, b = q or q2. But 
now the congruence b c 0 or 1 (mod {q(q - 1)) is violated. 
This shows that R(q) cannot have k > 2 if q > 3. We are left with the case 
q=3,X=R(3)=PTL(2,8),v=28.HereGn,=W=Z2fixesfourpointsof 
T(a), so k = k, + k,, with 1 < k, = i(y) n fix( IV) < 4. Assume that k > 4, so 
that k, > 0. As 1 G,, is soluble. If 7 j k then 1 G,,] = 14, 28 or 42, so G,, has a 
normal subgroup Z of order 7 with four orbits of length 7 in P(a); W fixes 
one point in each orbit. But the normaliser of Z in PTL(2,8) has order 42, 
so /G,,/ = 14 or 42, k = 7 or 21. If k = 21 > $0, then P is the incidence 
graph of a symmetric 2 - (37, 28,21) design ([ 1, Theorems 4.1 and 4.21); 
but PTL(2, 8) acting on 36 points is easily seen to have no transitive 
extension. (There is a design with these parameters having PTL(2, 8) as its 
full automorphism group.) So k = 7 and irz(a)] = 108. Moreover, (y) is an 
orbit of Z. Since three of the four Z-orbits are permuted transitively by its 
normaliser (the fourth being fixed), there are just two distinct possibilities for 
(Y>. 
Now we argue as in [ 11. Form a graph Y on the vertex set r,(a) by 
joining y to y’ if (y) n (7’) # 0 and there is no y” E r,(a) with (y) n (y”) = 
(y’) n (y”) = 0. A computation performed for us by D. N. Teague shows 
that, in either case, Y is connected. As in [I], there is a set E of vertices of r 
such that r,(y) - {a} -r,(a) = E for all y E T,(o). NOW (a} U r,(a) u E is 
a connected component of the r,-graph, which is complete multipartite; so 
lE] + 1 is the size of a block of imprimitively for X in T,(u). Also, /E 1 is at 
most the number of sets (y’) disjoint from a given (y). So /El = 0 or 2. If H 
is the setwise stabiliser of {a} uT,(a)UE, then H acts on the 37 or 109 
translates of {a} U E as a transitive extension of PTL(2, 8). No such group 
exists. 
So 7tk. Now G,, is a (2,3}-group, and k = 6,9, 12, or 18. If k = 18 > fv 
we find as before that PrL(2, 8) has a transitive extension of degree 43, a 
contradiction. If k = 12 then, as before, a connected component of the r,- 
graph is complete multipartite. (This time the inequality of [ 1 ] applies 
directly, and no computer search is required.) We have ]T,(a)] = 63, and the 
only nontrivial blocks of imprimitivity have size 7. It is easily seen, by a 
counting argument as in [ 11, that there cannot be as many as six sets (y’) 
disjoint from a given (y). So E = 0, and I’ is the incidence graph of a 
symmetric 2 - (64, 28, 12) design. Note that the design is completely deter- 
mined; and, since PTL(2, 8) acts on Y-(6) (as PrL(2, 8) < Sp(6,2)), it 
must be .-V-(6). 
For k = 9, the same argument as for k = 7 (though again without 
requiring a computation) shows that there is a transitive extension of 
PTL(2,8) of degree 29 or 85, both of which are impossible. 
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Next, suppose that X= U,(q). Again we see, for p E r(a), y E r(j?) - {a}, 
that XoY=X 48, = Z,, where d= (q* - l)/(q + 1, 3). Now the subgroups of 
U,(q) are known-see [ 10,4]-and we can check the list for subgroups 
containing Z, with index k > 2. The possibilities are: 
(i) Xy is contained in the normaliser of a Sylow p-subgroup Q, 
where p / q. Then X, < X0,, and we have X,= PXoo,, where P is a Z,- 
invariant subgroup of Q. The only such proper subgroup is @(Q) = Z(Q), of 
order q; so k = q. Now (y) consists of a line of the associated unital with a 
point deleted, and arguing as in [ 11, Proposition 61 this implies that 
PGL(2, q) has a transitive extension, whence q < 4. 
(ii) X, is contained in C,(W), where W is the subgroup of 2, of 
order (q + l)/(q + 1,3), and Cx(W)fix(w) = PGL(2, q). We have already 
dealt with the case X,=X,,,@(Q). Otherwise, if q > 3, we must have 
X,= C,(W), whence k = q(q + l), and \pcXcw’ 1 = q + 1, a contradiction. 
(iii) X, is contained in Aut(A & or A,. This can only occur for q = 3 
or 5; we deal with these cases separately. 
Suppose q = 3. Then X4? has orbit lengths 1, 1, 2, 8,8,8. So k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
or 4 (mod 8). If k = 18, r would be the incidence graph of a symmetric 
design on 43 points, and U,(3) would have a transitive extension of degree 
43, which is not the case. Since k divides 28.27, the only other possibility for 
k > 4 is k = 12. In this case, Irz(a)l = 63, and the subdegrees of X in T,(a) 
are 1, 6, 24, and 32. If a, b, c are the sizes of (y) n (y’) for y’ in an orbit of 
G,, of length 6, 24,32, respectively, then we have 6a + 24b + 32~ = 12.26, 
and 6a(a - 1) + 24b(b - 1) + 32c(c - 1) = 12.11.10. These equations imply 
a = b = 4, c = 6. In particular, (y)n (y’) # 0 (and so y’ ET,(y)) for all 
y, y’ E r*(a). So r is the incidence graph of a 2 - (64, 28, 12) design, 
necessarily Y-(6) as before. 
Now consider U,(5). Here, X,, has orbit lengths 1, 1,4, 8 (15 times); and 
k is a sum of some of these numbers, which divides 126.125 and is such that 
Aut(A,) or A, has a subgroup of order 8k containing Z,. The only 
possibility is k = 90 > 4~; so r is the incidence graph of a symmetric design, 
which is identified as usual with the complement of the Higman design. 
(VI) Xz Sp(2m, 2), with v = 2m-1(2m -E), for E = il and m > 3. 
Here X, = O-“(2m, 2), with isomorphic rank 3 actions on r(cr) - (p) and 
rCa> - Ial. so Xby = x,,, has orbit lengths 1, 1,2”‘~*, and 
x = 2(2m-2 - E)(2m-l + E) in T(a). Since (y) is a union of Xnvorbits 
including /?, we have k = 1,2, 1 + 22m-2, 2 + 22m-2, 1 + x or 2 + x. Assume 
that k> 2. Set ~=2~-* > 2. Then v(v - 1) = 2u(16u2 - 1)(2u - E), and 
k = 4u2 + 1, 4u2 + 2, 2(u - F)(~u + E) + I, or 2u(2u -E). 
Case k= 4u2 + 1. We have v(v - 1) 1 4u2(16u2 - 1)(4u* - I), so 
4u2 $ 1 / 10, which is impossible. 
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Case k = 4u2 + 2. Similarly 4u2 + 2 / 54, whence u = 2, m = 3, k = 18. 
Then v(v - 1)/k= 70; but Sp(6,2) has no maximal subgroup of index 
dividing 70. 
Case k = 424’ - ~EU - 1. We have k / (2~ + E)(~u - 3&)(2u), whence k 
divides 5, which is impossible. 
Case k = 2u(2u - E). The divisibility condition is satisfied, and Ir,(a)/ = 
22m - 1. The sets (y) are determined, and it is easily verified that any two of 
them intersect nontrivially. So r is the incidence graph of a symmetric 
2 - (22m, 2m-‘(2m - F), 2m-‘(2mP1 - E)) design, necessarily Y-‘(2m). 
(VII) XrPSL(2, 1 l), 21= 11. We show that k < 2. We have 
X, = A 5, and X,, = S, = Xi, I (since A 5 contains only one conjugacy class of 
S,‘s. The XD,orbits in T(o) have size 1, 1, 3,6, and so if k > 2 we have 
k = 4, 5, 7, or 8. Only k = 5 divides 11.10; but then IX,/ = 30, whereas 
PSL(2, 11) has no subgroup of order 30. 
(VIII) XrA,, u = 15. We show that either k < 3, or k = 5 and r is a 
unique graph on 100 vertices with automorphism group PZU(3, 5). We have 
k j 15.14 and k < 14. If k = 10 then r is the incidence graph of a symmetric 
2 - (22, 15,lO) design; but such a design cannot exist, by the Bruck-Ryser- 
Chowla theorem. Also k = 7 is impossible, since A, has no subgroup of 
index 30; and k = 6 is impossible, since a subgroup of index 35 in A, has no 
fixed set of size 6. So, if k > 3, then k = 5 and IT,(a)1 = 42. Of the two 
conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 42 in A,, the members of one but 
not the other act intransitively on r(a) (those that act on seven points as 
PSL(2, 5)). Thus the action on r,(a) is determined. It has subdegrees 
1,5, 6, 30, so r contains no 5-cyle. Moreover, X, has orbit lengths 5 and 10 
in r(a), and so also in T(y); thus T(y) -r(a) is a single Xiorbit, and T,(a) 
is a single X-orbit, of size 420/l for some I with 5 < I < 15. 
Let KY) n WI = a, b, or c according as y’ lies in an X,-orbit of length 5,6, 
or 30. We have 5af6bt30c=65 and 5a(a-1)+6b(b-l)+ 
3Oc(c - 1) = 60; so a = 1, b = 0, c = 2. This shows that y’ E T,(y) for all 
Y’ E r,(a)) - 01, save possibly for those in the X,orbit of length 6. If this 
holds for all y’ ET,(a) - {y}, then r is the incidence graph of a symmetric 
2 - (43, 15,5) design, contradicting the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem. 
Hence, counting paths (y, 6, v’) for fixed y E r,(a), with 6 E r,(a) and 
y’ ET,(a), we have 10(1- 1) = 5.4 + 30.3, so I= 12, ir,(a)l = 35, with 
r,(a) isomorphic to the set of triples from (I,..., 7). 
For 6 E r’,(a), the G,,-orbits in r(6) have lengths 3 and 12, and those in 
r,(a) have lengths 1,4, 12, 18. So there are no 7-cycles, and r,(a) is a single 
orbit of size 105/m for some m with 12 < m < 15. We must have m = 15, 
lr,(a = 7, and the graph terminates. At each stage the permutation 
representations are unique and the edges forces, so r is determined. 
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(IX) X E HS, v = 176. We show that k < 2. 
Here X, is PZU(3,5), in its action on edges of the Moore graph; and 
Xoy = PlYL(2, 9), with orbit lengths 1, 1, 12, 72, 90 in r(a). Suppose k > 2. If 
the representations of X0 in T(a) and r(p) are equivalent, then k is a sum of 
some of 1, 1, 12, 72,90 (including 1) and divides 176.175. So k = 14. But 
then X, has 7 blocks of imprimitivity of size 2 in (y), contradicting the 
known action of PTL(2,9) on 12 points (with two blocks of size 6). 
The only other possibility is that X0? has orbit lengths 1, 10,45, 120 in 
r(a). In this case, k = 11 or 56. The first is impossible, since PTL(2,9) on 
10 points has no transitive extension; the second also, since then 
x,= PSL(3,4). v4 ( see Wales [ 16]), but this group is not a subgroup of 
HS. 
(X) X F Co,, v = 276. We show that k < 2. 
Here Xb rMcL.2, with just one representation of degree 275, having 
subdegrees 1, 112, 162. But none of 113, 114, 163, 164 divide 276.275. 
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